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Green chemistry, also called sustainable chemistry, is an area of chemistry and chemical engineering
focused on the designing of products and processes that minimize the use and generation of hazardous
substances. Whereas environmental chemistry focuses on the effects of polluting chemicals on nature, green
chemistry focuses on the environmental impact of chemistry, including technological ...
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1 VITEEE â€“ 2018 - SYLLABUS CHEMISTRY 1. Atomic Structure Bohrâ€™s atomic
model-Sommerfeldâ€™s extension of atomic structure; Electronic configuration and Quantum numbers;
Shapes of s,p,d,f orbitals - Pauliâ€™s exclusion principle - Hundâ€™s Rule of
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Mathematical chemistry is the area of research engaged in novel applications of mathematics to chemistry; it
concerns itself principally with the mathematical modeling of chemical phenomena. Mathematical chemistry
has also sometimes been called computer chemistry, but should not be confused with computational
chemistry.. Major areas of research in mathematical chemistry include chemical graph ...
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Chemistry comes into play in the form of chemical probes or as compounds being evaluated as potential
leads or drugs. The use of chemical probes to elucidate biology is the basis of chemical genomics.
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